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The Green Cathedral or De Groene Kathedraal located near Almere Netherlands, is an artistic planting of Lombardy poplars (Populus nigra italica) that mimics the size and shape of the Cathedral of Notre-Dame, Reims, France. The Green Cathedral is 150 m (490 ft) long and 75 m (246 ft) wide, and the mature poplar trees are approximately 30 m (98 ft) tall. The work was planted by Marinus Boezem (b. 1934) on April 16, 1987, in Southern Flevoland.

NGI: operationalizing a set of coherent centralized protocols in a fully permission less way
IF DATA IS THE NEW OIL
YOU HAVE TO OWN THE
DATA FROM YOUR
PEOPLE, PROCESSES
AND MACHINES.
Continuous Innovation in products and services
- Privacies: levels of accountability and rights
- Passport/Device as #IoT controller
- Wise Services
- Smartest places/Smart cities

Security/Identity as a service

Data entitlement layer – sovereign entities (citizens) in control
- BAN (mental) Health
- LAN: Smart Home, electricity, sharing services, Internet of neighborhoods
- WAN: connected car, telematics, ev, av, shared mobility solutions

Lean testing in co-creation – innovation and maintenance

Device entitlement layer – pragmatic cybernetics – hard-coded governance (new elite leadership)
The 21st century is about new forms of organizing

- resources are equals
- dignity and respect for the notion of becoming itself goes hand in hand with everyday practices
- ethics will be tuned to a world of digital twins
- business and governments can only survive and thrive in regional ecosystems
- there are no global solutions, no more ‘globalization’
TRANSPARENCY TRUST AND ETHICS

- You need to own the system.
- Then we need to dismantle it and slow it down.
- The world is more than shopping and clicking in Facebook.
The trick is to do extreme centralization on hardware, infrastructure and spectrum, security and extreme decentralization on services at the same time.
35 projects
25+ participating governmental organizations
THE 21TH CENTURY IS ABOUT NEW FORMS OF ORGANIZING

• scale horizontally

• forget ‘big’

• new forms of organic leadership

• re-evaluate praxis of self-organization as tuned to networked organizations (malatesta, makhno, kropotkin)

• europe as attitude and set of coherent centralized protocols in fully permission-less way
NGI MOVE

• @robvank
• ngi.eu